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January Transit Crisis

* EU though not blaming any side, still claims that Russia lost
its status of a reliable supplier.

-This verdict supports the dubious conclusion that
Europe must diversify away from Russia and Gazprom
at any cost.

* Facts and events, however, are different.
.

Purpose of Presentation:
to clarify Gazprom’s point of view.
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Motivation

- Gazprom has no other aim but to develop normal commercial
relations with Ukraine.

-Up to January 20th 2009 Ukraine was the only FSU country that
had no long-term sales contract that included transition to
European net-back pricing by 2011.

- Gazprom has no legal or other obligation to sell gas to Ukraine
below the market price.

- Ukrainian Naftogaz has chosen to use its near monopoly position
in transit of Russian gas for blackmail. It issued a threat to halt
Russian transit to Europe as an ultimate bargaining chip for
keeping price subsidies in place.
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Gazprom’s Goodwill in Relations with FSU countries
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Accumulated FSU-Europe gas price gap, 1994-2008
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Ukrainian Threats to Shut Down Gas Transit to Europe

• On 30.12.08 Naftogaz informs that no
legal obligation exists to transit
Russian gas in the absence of a low
profile technical agreement.

• On 09.01.09, following an application
from the Energy Ministry, Kiev
arbitration court decided that the
transit contract with Russia for 2003–
13 was null and void.

• Naftogaz began reducing the
approved amounts of gas that it was
willing to ship to European customers
beginning on January 2
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Naftogaz Reduces the Amount of Approved
Transit Volumes...

... Thus Taking European Gas Supplies Hostage
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Western Media Presents Halt of Gas Supplies to
Europe as Russian Reaction to Perceived Gas
Theft by Ukraine

“Moscow… accused Ukraine of stealing the gas being piped across
its territory to customers in Europe. The result (?) was that on 7
January, Russia stopped all gas flows into Ukraine including the
vital supplies for European customers.” (Galpin, Richard. “Europe
still faces gas quandary.” BBC News January 20, 2009).

Gas theft took place but it was not the reason for halting
gas flows by Russia.
By shifting attention to developments on January 7 away from the
events of January 6, the author of the article comes to an
incorrect conclusion: “Europe has never known anything like it.
The deliberate cutting off of crucial gas supplies for almost two
weeks in mid-winter by one of the European Union's most
important energy suppliers – Russia”.
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What Happened on 6 January 2009

Ukraine materialized its threat to shut down gas
supplies to Europe.

Gazprom Export dispatches reports: January 6th

Naftogaz shuts shipments:

4:20 AM: to Slovakia through GMS Uzhgorod

4:25 AM: to the Balkans through GMS Uzakcha

4:30 AM: through GMS 1 to Bulgaria

5:20 AM: completely halted supplies to the Balkan region
through GMS Sudja.

5:20 AM:GMS 3 suspended supplies to Turkey, and GMS
2 halted supplies to Romania

5:30 PM: to Hungary through GMS Beregovo.
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What Happened on January 7, 2009?

On January 6 Ukraine had closed off all the major exit
points.

Transit crisis had already entered its second and most acute phase
on that day.

After extensive negotiations with Naftogaz on January 7, Gazprom
was forced to stop all supplies to European customers via Ukraine.

Under these circumstances, Gazprom was unable to meet
its contract obligations for European clients.

Any gas that would enter the system bound for Europe would end
up in control of Naftogaz, without any contractual remedy and

dubious prospects for payment.
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Ukraine Blocked Gas Transit Despite the Agreement to
Resume Supplies Reached on January 13th.

• Ukrainian dilemma:
–Transit or domestic supplies?

• Without SPA, transit can be
maintained only for a few
days without sacrificing the
Ukrainian domestic market.

• Because all Ukrainian
storage facilities are in the
West, but major consumers
are in the East, switch to
flow reversal needed to
supply domestic market

• In order to supply domestic
clients Ukraine has to
terminate transit. Problem is
that it is impossible to ship
gas both east and west
simultaneously through the
same pipeline system.

Ukraine consciously puts at danger
European energy security

Without SPA with Russia cannot perform
transit and domestic functions simultaneously.
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Conclusions (1)
- It was a crisis of transit, not supply.

- A commercial dispute escalated by Naftogaz, not Gazprom
into severe transit crisis.

- Facing a dilemma of domestic supply versus transit, Ukraine
bleached its transit obligations.

- Naftogaz gamble:
-Waiting out the crisis by supplying its domestic market
from stored reserves,
-Mounting political pressure on Gazprom from the EU
because of freezing conditions brought on by the gas
stoppage.
-Banking on support from some Western political forces
interested in a ‘manageable transit crisis’
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Conclusions (2)

- Only reason to decrease European energy dependence on
Russia is political and not based on sound economic arguments

- Gazprom is and will remain the cornerstone of energy security
of Europe

”Time and time again, the clear feeling from Russia is that they are
irreplaceable and can do what they want," …'We can get away from you;
We can live without gas from Russia; It will be costly, difficult; it will take
10 years. But we can do it.”
Bartuska, Ambassador at large at the Czech foreign ministry
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Looking forward

• Supply and transit contracts for 10 years, without
any middlemen and moving towards European
market prices in 2010. As subsidies will be
eliminated there will be no grounds for blackmail.

• Ukrainian transportation system needs
restructuring in order to separate transit and
domestic supply functions.

• Priority focus on projets to ensure Europe’s energy
security:

– Pipelines

– Underground Gas Storage Facilities
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION


